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Harwell Parish Council response to P15/V1074/O Reading Road

The Parish Council Objects to this application

Outline application for residential development (access only) consisting of 16 dwellings and open

space. (Re-submission of previously withdrawn application P14/V2130/O)

Summary
 Site is within AONB, where development is to be resisted in principle. There are four nearby

(Chilton) applications in the AONB, as well as the Vale Strategic site allocations which

cumulatively would have a major adverse impact on the AONB.

 Under old rules this site would be protected as BMV land and as outside the village

envelope.

 New rules, and pressure on housing (NPPF, 5 year supply etc.), and if it were not in the

AONB, this is possibly a more acceptable location, not withstanding neighbours issues.

Recognise that the revised scheme provides for lower density housing, more sympathetic to

the surroundings.

Planning History
 1989 14 houses rejected on appeal – not acceptable rounding off

 1999 Officer opinion that A417 forms southern limit to the village

 2000 Retrospective permission for stabling

 2014 Outline application P14-V2130-O for 44 houses withdrawn

AONB
 The NPPF (# 116) says that planning permission should not be forthcoming for major

developments in an AONB, except in exceptional circumstances. This is a major

development, and there are no exceptional circumstances

 Proposal is contrary to saved policy NE6 of the adopted Vale of White Horse Local Plan

(2006) and contrary to paragraphs 109, 115 and 116 of the NPPF

 There are four nearby (Chilton) applications in the AONB, as well as the Vale Strategic site

allocations which cumulatively would have a major adverse impact on the AONB

 Wantage incursion into AONB upheld on appeal, although Upton AONB application rejected

on appeal. One Chilton application currently rejected.

 No evidence of a proper assessment of alternative sites (as evaluated in the SHLAA)

 Concerns over noise and light pollution – require constraints on design of street lighting

Location and Land
 All surrounding houses predominantly of chalet bungalow style

 Need to review and check for suitable boundaries/hedging/screen on east side

 Ensure screening is retained on Reading Road. Even plant tall growing trees to provide

additional screening.

 Not far from Saxon burial site. Archaeologist should be aware of this and impose

appropriate conditions.

 BMV grade 2 and 3a (1989 inspector)
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Housing
 Market houses are “enormous”. When full application submitted ensure heights are not

over dominant.

 LVIA relies on the 2009 residential design guide. When, and if, full application is submitted it

must be evaluated against the 2015 Design Guide.

Access
 Concern over steepness of slope and viability in icy conditions

Traffic
 Probably not an issue. Clear access onto relatively straight section of Reading Rd.

 Traffic island, or other aids to safe pedestrian crossing to be considered, in conjunction with

planned roundabout at bottom of Winnaway

 Pedestrian exit from east if site must have guard rails, or equivalent, to prevent children

running down the slope onto the main road.

 Transport Assessment section 5, has very high estimates of peak hour trips. Not an issue for

this application, but must question why this figure was used.

 No mention of impact of Harwell Link Road

 No surveys of Reading Rd traffic (contrast with Orchard Way application)

 Is there separate cycle access to Reading Road, or does it use main road.

Open Spaces
 POS all on edge of site, no central area for play

 POS includes the steep bank down to the A417. Whilst this helps meet the percentage

requirement of POS, it is not practical for public use.

 Full permission, if granted, should define ownership and management of POS (including the

proposed wildflower meadow).

Drainage
 Because of slope of land essential to make sure rainwater captured on site and does not run

into A417

 PC supports concerns of Thames Water and Drainage engineers over Sewage capacity for

the site (and the Village)

Sustainability
 Access to education depends on capacity in Harwell Primary School. If school doesn’t have

capacity extra journeys will be needed to get to a school which does.


